Evidence Aid Pays it Forward

Tradition looks at disaster aid as something to do after disaster strikes. Evidence Aid delivers aid before it happens, a strike that pays disaster forward.

Untrained People in Major Disasters Means it is Time for Evidence Aid

Evidence aid is critical in an emergency where untrained people and strained resources are forced to make decisions they are untrained for. Violence and disease escalates as families are pushed to the breaking point. A disaster can take minutes or hours but the memories and effects can last a life
time. Much of the harm happens in the time following the disaster and could be prevented by having Evidence Aid on board. The evidence collected is free and prepared for anyone to benefit from. It is for those who wants to provide best solutions in to a broken world.

Doing Good in a Disaster Means Doing it Right!

When you have very few dollars to play with every dollar counts. Sometimes in the face of agony we want to do something right now rather than do nothing at all. Media attention turns to the cries of those who have lost all. It seems reasonable to provide immediate grief care and psychological help to all. But does it help? The evidence says not so much and worse the funds that are spent on dubious care could have been used to provide medications, clean water and shelter for those who have lost all. The video shows us how much evidence matters and how we can use evidence from evidence aid to make a difference.

Do Sweat the Small Things! Evidence Aid is Practical

It can be the practical small things that make a difference like having a plan for how to connect after an emergency or knowing what you would do with your pets if you are forced to go to a shelter to save your life. Important resources we take for granted like batteries, fresh water, petrol for transportation and knowledge about how to work together in the community can make the difference between life and death. In most emergencies because of the destruction caused by the disaster it will take a minimum of 96 hours for help to reach most people. Things like remembering the family medications and keeping a weeks supply safe in preparation for an
emergency can increase your chances of good survival in a natural disaster. Use the evidence in evidence aid for a survival plan and remember this site as your go to place for putting evidence in to practice even in a disaster.
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Help deliver the power of Evidence Aid

Do you want to help? Volunteer to Evidence Aid. Make a donation but most importantly arm yourself against disaster by fining the evidence at evidence aid!

Evidence in Disaster is the Ultimate Test of Putting Evidence Into Practice